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OCTOBER 1988 IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE
Namechange for
H&VNews PRICE£7.50bUjldjns
SERYICES BUYER GUIDE
Irish Building Services Buyer Guide - just recently published - is
the definitive directory of the building services industry of
Ireland.
As such it embraces both the mechanical and electrical sectors
of the industry with nearly 200 companies - and literally
thousands of brands -listed by product category.
It is an invaluable reference guide for all those involved within
the building services industry such as mechanical and electrical
consultants; architects; engineers; builders' merchants; energy
managers; small housebuilders; and mechanical and electrical
con tractors.
Thousands of copies have already been distributed free of
charge to the vast bulk of the industry but those who require
additional copies can do so by sending remittance of £7.50
(including post and packaging), to Pressline Ltd, No 2 George's
Ave., Blackrock, Co Dublin.
Irish Building Services
Buyer Guide
• Tony Macken who has just joined
C&F Ltd as Sales Representative/or
the Dublin area /01' the Glow-worm
range 0/gas boilers.
interest to our entire readership
which now includes key
executives in the heating.
ventilating. air conditioning.
refrigeration. sanitary ware.
plumbing and environmental
control industries; Energy
Managers; Architects; Mechanical
Engineers; Electrical Engineers;
members of the Small
Housebuilders Association;
Sanitary Engineers; Kitchen
Designers; Environmental
Engineers; and Building
Merchants.
Incidently, a forerunner ofthe
new format has already been
tried and proven extremely
successful with the recent
publication of Irish Building
Services Buyer Guide. Formerly
known as Who Represents
Whom?, the new guide is now
firmly established as THE
definitive directory for the
building services industry.
Irish Building Services News-
its sister publication - which
incidently incorporates the Irish
H& V News title, will serve a
similar purpose but on a regular
basis. The intention is to
produce 10 issues a year.
As editor and publisher I can
guarantee both advertisers and
readers alike an even more
enhanced service in the future
while Advertisement Manager
Joe Warren will also be more
active in meeting your
requirements.
Editor - Pat Lehane
A celebratory supplement on
behalf of BSS Ireland Ltd starts
on page 11 and runs to page 18
inclusive. It marks the 30th
birthday celebrations of the
company and chronicles its
growth and development over
that time from small beginnings
in 1958 to the newly-extended
facilities it has just recently
-" completed at its present home in
White Heather Industrial
Estate, South Circular Road,
Dublin 8.
BSS
In recognition of the many
changes which have taken place
over the last few years within the
building services industry -
and indeed at the prompting of
many of our readers and
advertisers - we at Pressline
Ltd, the publishers of Irish H& V
News. have decided on a
namechange for the journal
which will become effective
from the November issue.
Ever mindful ofthe dangers of
complacency, we have always
endeavoured to respond to the
needs of the industry as quickly
as possible. Hence the name
change to the more appropriate
Irish Building Services News.
This title was chosen in
response to readerladvertiser
suggestions and is designed to
reflect the all-embracing nature
of the industry the publication
now serves.
However, the content of the
journal will not dramatically
alter but rather continue the
gradual changes which have
been phased in over the last two
years since Pressline first took
over publication.
Nonetheless, there will be a
stronger bias towards informa-
tion of interest to the specifying
professions with new features,
occasional series and design
format changes being used to
better present this information.
Additionally, the scope of the
editorial coverage will be
broadened to include matters of
1
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WALKER HAS
AIR CONDITIONED
MORE
SQUARE FEET...
Remember this ad? Certainly those who have been in business as long as we have will! But
it's as valid today as it was back in the Sixties-the market has developed and changed, but
Walker Air Conditioning remains Ireland's largest air conditioning
supplier and Carrier is still the world's biggest selling brand of air
conditioning and refrigeration equipment.
Carrier from Walker -Ireland's No. I choice - yesterday, today and tomorrow.
Walker Air Conditioning Ltd Finglas Road Dublin Industrial Estate Dublin 11 Tel: 0001 300844 Tlx: 0500 31359 Fax: 0001 308578
Walker Air Conditioning Ltd 9A Cherryhill Road Dundonald Belfast BT 16 OJH Tel: 023185234 Tlx: 747681 Fax: 023184852
•
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Irish Heating & Ventilating News circulates to key executives in the
heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration, sanitary ware,
p',mb',. "d ""<0,m,,", '0","" 11 11iod,,,,i~. ,,, """"'00 '.0 "d,d~ ABC
energy managers, architects, desIgners,
sanitary engineers, environmental
engineers, housebuilders .and .building ~"':..()f~..l:'\t.=
merchants in the 32 counties of Ireland.
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• Michael Buckley, Executive Director, Walker Air Conditioning with Stuart
Rode, Joint ChiefExecutive responsible for Finance.
• Shaking hands on the conclusionofthe takeoverofAlpha Controlsby Walker
Air Conditioning: From left - Bill Pike (A C), who will be taking over as
Managing Directorfrom Ronnie Foreman (AC) with George Whillock(WA C).
Dublin premises. RSL handle
the full range of BAC cooling
towers, evaporative condensers,
industrial fluid coolers, thermal e
storage units and heat
exchangers, including ava ila bil-
ity of spare parts from stock.
This year's campaign is
designed to run for the months
of October, November and
December of 1988 and January
1989. A preliminarydrawwillbe
made each month with the
names of two contractors and
two counterhands going
forward for inclusion in the
grand final.
Full details - inclUding entry
forms and details - are
available from Grundfos or
your nearest stockist.
time, manufacturers from the
appa ratus and tile industries will
have the opportunity to present
the latest engineering and design
advances.
Successfully introduced in
1987, the Computerised
Representatives and Licence
Exchange will also be offered to
exhibitors and visitors in 1989.
Almost 340 exhibitors
approximately every fifth -
registered roughly 3,400 items of
information in 'Compass',
Messe Frankfurt's electronic
information system with the aim
of finding business partners for
production licences and trade
representation in other
countries.
quality of product and standard
of service have a ttained the
highest degree.
Michael Buckley, Executive
Director of Walker Air
Conditioning, looks forward to
working with Bill Pike and
Ronnie Foreman to re-establish
a long standing relationship. He
went on to say: "The
arrangement provides immense
opportunity to offer a fully
integrated package to our
clients. "
RSL IRELAND Ltd, newly-
appointed representation for
Baltimore Aircoil in the
Republic of Ireland, have
delivered their first BAC unit to
a local customer. A BAC model
VXT-55. C cooling tower was
recently seen leaving RSL's
THE ANNUAL Grundfos
Holiday Bonanza promotion is
underway once again but this
year it has an extended lifespan,
running as it does into January
1989.
As always, the main thrust is
directed towards domestic
contractors and merchants'
counterhands, the intention
being to present a Continental
holiday for two to an individual
contractor and counterhand
once the final draw is madein the
new year.
WITH OVER 1,500 exhibitors
on an indoor exhibition area of
approximately 200,000 sq m, the
15th ISH - International Trade
Fair Sanitation, Heating, Air-
conditioning - to be held in
Frankfurt from 14 to 18 March
will once again be the biggest
specialist event of its kind.
Registrations have already been
received from exhibitors in 24
countries.
At present, the trade-fair
managers are making their plans
to ensure the arrangements of
the 13 specialist groups in the
eight exhibition halls.
A new product group in 1989
will be tiled stoves and air
heating with a total area of2,000
sq m in Hall 6.2. For the first
the industry. This in turn will
increase the scope of bu iness
for our service division which
will now be able to offer a total
maintenance contract covering
all services plant and controls in
a building."
The newly appointed
Managing Director, Bill Pike, is
well known in the building
services industry as a long-
standing controls specialist.
Since the company was founded
in 1973, it has developed to a
stage where the level ofexpertises
First BAC Delivery by RSL
Ireland
ISH '89 in Frankfurt
Grundfos Holiday Bonanza
market asa memberofthe WAC
Group of Companies, where
they are already well established
with distribution franchises for
several of the major HV AC
equipment manufacturers."
Ronnie will continue his
strong links with the company
having been retained in an
indep-endent capacity as
Marketing and Sales Consul-
tant.
Walker Air Conditioning will
provide the resources essential
for future development giving
immediate access to the UK
market through their sales
organisation and service
network which operates from
bases in London, Glasgow,
Belfast and Dublin.
Speaking for Walker Air
Conditioning, Joint Chief
Executive George Whillock
stated: "This acquisition will
serve to strengthen our existing
operation in Northern Ireland.
It will also provide the
opportunity for further
expansion in the UK through the
integration of complementary
product ranges from twosides of
ALPHA CONTROLS have
now opened up new markets
outside Northern Ireland since
joining the Walker Air
Conditioning Group of
Companies early last June.
The take-over by Walker was
formerly concluded on 10 June
when owner, Ronnie Foreman,
sold the company to W AC Ltd
and ,welcomed Bill Pike in to
head the management team.
Alpha Controls provide a
comprehensive service in
design, manufacture, instal-
lation and maintenance of high-
technology computer-based
building management and
environmental control systems
throughout Norther Ireland
including manufacture of
control panels.
Ronnie Foreman commented:
"As leaders in the home market
Alpha Controls have reached
the stage where further
expansion is necessary to
maintain the momentum vital to
stay ahead' in this fa t
developing sector of industry.
This expansion will be quickly
achieved by entering the UK
Walker Air Take Over
Alpha
2 Irish H& V News, September/October 1988
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TECH NOLOGY IlEHIND THE FIRE
Post To:
Marketing Department,
FREEPOST,
Parkray ltd, PO Box 3,
Bel per, Derby.AYR
1----------,
I NAME I
I POSITION I
I COMPANY I
I II ADDRESS I
I I
I
I
I
I
IKRPA
advertisements), a specific campaign to generate
enquiries for installers and major direct mailing to
coal users, means you'll have customers queuing For
you to replace their aid room heaters with the superb
Porkray Classic.
And naturally, the Classic comes with the back·
up service and technical help that has made Parkray
undisputed market leader.
So there you have it. The new Parkray Classic -
a room heater designed from today's technolagy, with
all the traditional values of yesteryear.
What beller reason to put your
customer's old room heaters outV
For further details, simply fill
in and clip the coupon.
With 90 years dedication to solid fuel heating,
Parkray have now brought ·together true traditional
design and madern technology with pure
craftsmanship.
The result - the Parkray Classic room heater.
Research has proven the Parkray Clossic to be a
real winner with the public. They couldn't resist its
goad looks, enhanced by cast iron and solid brass
rivets, fret and canopy trim. Its ease of refuelling and
cleaning, it leems, is second to none.
So you can be confident that it'll be a winner
for you tao.
With a heavily supparted consumer advertising
campaign (comprising ,( sheet posters in major
shopping areas plus whole page full colour
.. A • K • A Y L , D, • • L .. • ., , • L o 7 7 :I .2:1 7 .. 5
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H&V~
agent for waterproofing !lat
roofs. Yet another Ondryas
InnovatIOn IS a substance
preventing moisture coverings
on windshields and eyeglasses,
which IS still being perfected.
His major breakthrough _
the invention of Horp - was
made ten years ago, but the
product was at first manufactur-
ed only on a very small scale.
When the demand for it
increased dramatically, Ondryas
handed over the production
technique to the District Service
Enterprise in Horni Pocernice
and it is now the best selling
product in the history of the
enterprise.
Anyone interested in the Irish
Agency should contact Jan
Jonas at the Czechoslovakia
Trade Mission, Kildare SI.,
Dublin 2.
ROTARY M&E Services
(Ireland) Ltd - who went
through a period of consolid-
ation over the last 12 months-
have now moved to new
premises at Ivy House in Dublin
9.
The company can now be ..
contacted at Ivy House, 114 •
Upper Drumcondra Road,
Dublin 9. Tel: 369175.
Additionally, an example
from the company's extensive
range of Holpak packaged
automatic cold water pressure
booster sets will be displayed.
These sets are designed for
installations where water
pressure must be boosted to
ensure adequate dIstribution
throughout the systems.
The exhibit will be completed
by a selection of their own
'HNM' series of end suction
pumps. Close coupled and
electrically driven, these
centrifugal pumps offer high-
technology, high-performance
solutions to a wide range of
domestic, commercial and
industrial application require-
ments.
Rotary Move
H R HOLFELD (Pumps) Ltd
will be exhibiting at the London
H & V Show, where their stand,
o. J 19 in the National Hall,
will comprise a wide range of
Holpak packaged pumping
equipment.
Pride of place goes to a new
pressurisation set for make up
on low temperature, hot water
or chilled water, domestic or
industrial systems. The single or
twin-pump packaged unit is
supplied complete with high and
low-pressure cut-out switches
for a heating system, or a low-
pressure cut-out switch for a
chilled water system.
Also on show will be the
revised and updated range of
packaged twin-fuel oil transfer
sets with full panel control.
I MOSCOW they queue for
meat .... inSiberia for sugar .... in
Budapest for bread .... but, in
Czechoslovakia they queue for
Horp.
Horp, which sounds
suspiciously like a German
swear word, is in fact the name of
a new damp-proofing agent. "It
hit the Czech market with
such an impact, according to
the Czech publicity agency,
"that two-day queues to pur-
chase it were seen in Prague
streets. "
Miloslav Ondryas, the
inventor of Horp. began his
career as a noted footballer. On
retiring, he entered the
engineering trade and quickly
won a reputation as a
resourceful inventor. Horp is his
most successful invention to
date. Another is 'Zol-ST', an
Make Mine a Horp!
• Michael 0'Shea has been
appointed Marketing Manager of
Mitsubislt.i Electric Ltd. He was
formally a Marketing Manager with
3M (Ireland) Ltd.
Holfeld at London H&V
certificates to recently
successful students and was seen
as the ideal opportunity to
"back-date" the certificates so
to speak for all members who
had not previously received one.
The evening proved to be a
very successful affair and was
sponsored by Coal Information
Services who very generously
provided light food and
refreshments for the enjoyment
of all who attended.
companies.
Date: 30th November 1988
Time: 10.00 am - 4.00 pm
Venue: Central Conference
Centre, London, EC I
Contact: Ann King, Isobel
Baird, BSRIA 0344426511,01d
Bracknell Lane West, Bracknell,
Berks. RG 12 4AH; or Bob
Wilkinson, FETA, 06285 31185,
Sterling House, 6 Furlong
Road, Bourne End, Bucks, SL8
5DG.
AT A special presentation
ceremony in the Engineers'
Club, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4
recently, the Lord Mayor of
Dublin - Ben Briscoe, TD -
presented nominated recipients
with membership certificates of
the Association.
Essentially, the evening was
convened to present all
members with certificates
donating their membership
status or grading. It coincided
with the presentation of
IDHE Certificate
Presentations
• Dublin Lord Mayor Be~ Briscoe, TD, with IDHE Certificate recipients at
the Engineers Club recently.
• IDHE Chairman Harry Pattison with Jim Maher, Coal Information
Services, Dublin Lord Mayor, Ben Briscoe TD., and Bo~ Couchman.
"1992 - The opportunities for
the HVAC industry" is the
subject of a practical conference
looking at the single European
Market specifically from the
hvac industry's point of view.
Topics will include the
legislative framework and the
latest informa tion on sta ndards,
as well as case studies from
experts in the marketplace.
Though primarilly intended for
the UK-based industry, it could
prove beneficial to Irish
4 Irish H& VNews, September/October 1988
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Over the past ten years,Grant Engineering
have built themselves a
solid reputation for
building superbly
efficient solid fuel back
boilers.
What's more, for the past
four years Grant's have
earned an equally
dependable reputation for
producing a range of
highly efficient oil-fired
boilers to help you weather
the winter in more
comfort for less cost.
Based on a patented
design principle featuring
the unique Triple Pass
system, Grant oil-fired
boilers actually boast an
increased boiler surface
area to help you get more
heat from your boiler.
And more heat for your
money.
And Grant oil-fired boilers
are so versatile they can
Cleaning Door removed to show
how efficiency is achieved from
Triple Pass System.
be installed anywhere:
indoors, outdoors or in a
boiler house with extreme
ease of servicing by
removability of front
doors.
With a new~all time high in
efficiency and economy,
no wonder more and
more homes are warming
to Grant oil-fired boilers.
OIL-FIRED BOILERS
EffiCIENCY AND ECONOMY
YOU CAN TAKE fOR GRANTED.
Grant Engineering Limited,
Crinkle, Birr, Co. Offaly.
1e1: (0509) 20089120352
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HVACat
Interbuild
HEATI G, VE TILATING
and AirConditioning-a major
section of Interbuild - is
moving from Hall Ito the la rger
Hall 2 where it will be the sole
occupier of 11500 sq m of
exhibition space at Interbuild
89. The section will incorporate
two new product areas - real
fire heating and commercial
heating, ventilating and air
conditioning.
The move to Hall 2,
precipitated by growing
demand from exhibitors for
more space, means that over ISO
heating and. ventilating
companIes wtll have an
opportunity to display their
products and services to
In terbuild's international
audience.
Dates are 26 ovember to 2
December 1989. Venue
ational Exhibition Centre.
Soccer Trail To Start Again?
• With soccer euphoria sweeping the industry throughout the summer months as a result ofIreland's qualijicationfor-
and performance in - the European Championships, a number ofdistributors organised very successful dealer trips to
Germanyfor thefinals. Heatequip were a case inpoint and infact chartered twoplanes to accommodate thenumbers they
entertained. They concentrated on Ireland'sfirst game in the Championships - against England - and the result, coupled
with the unreserved hospitality extended by Terry Delahunty (above) and his colleagues, madefor a memorable dayfor
those present. Given theirish team's performance in itsfirst game in the World Cup qualifying round against Northern
Ireland recently, what many have asked us here at thejournalis- Is Terry going to keep up his supporters club endeavours?
... Over to you Terry.
Expoclima '88
Remember, the journal
will be known as Irish
Building Services News
from Next Month.
Vacuum
Pumps
THE VACUUM Pumps
Division of Graham Precision
Pumps, Congleton, Cheshire,
has appointed Byrne Fluid
Handling Ltd at Dublin to
handle their vacuum pump
business in the Republic of
Ireland.
Thomas Byrne, the principal
of Byrne Fluid Handling, has
already been respon ible for
introducing various Graham
vaCuum pumps in trials with a
number of pharmacuetical,
food processing, dairy
prOduction, edible oil and sugar
manufacturers.
Byrne Fluid Handling Ltd.
will provideafullmarketingand
after sales service, which will be
backed by the technical support
team from Graham Precision
Pumps.
• Noel McDonagh, Chairman and
Senior Partner of one of Ireland's
leading chartered quantity surveyor
practices, has been elected Junior
Vice-Chairman of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors'
Quantity Surveyors Division
Council..
IN VIEW of the success of the Centre - Parc des Expositions
First European Symposium, PI ace de Be Igig ue;
EXPOCLIMA '88 has announ- Wednesday and Thursday 23
ced deta ils of the "Second ~a;..;.n;..;.d;;,..2~4.;..;,.....;0;..v....;e....;m....;b;..e:.:.r....;I:.:.9..;;8..;;8,;.,. _
European Symposium on Air
Conditioning and Refrigeration
to be held on 23 and 24
ovember 1988.
The subject - Improvement
of systems and equipment for
refrigeration and air condition-
ing - will be introduced
through 24 papers presented by
personalities in industry,
universities and research
laboratories, coming from
about ten countries including
China, Japan and the United
States.
There will be simultaneous
translation in order to enable
everybody to participate.
Place and dates: Brussels
International Conference
Leisure/
Sanbra
Fyffe
GLY WED CO SUMER &
Building Products Ltd have
appointed Sanbra Fyffe Ltd as
sole agents in the Republic of
Ireland for the full range of
Leisure sinks and basins.
Ex-stock availability on the
entire range, including
accessories, has been provided
since the end of August with
Michael Wogan acting as sales
agent for San bra Fyffe
throughout the entire country.
His customer calling cycle
averages once every six weeks
with Sanbra Fyffe's own sales
personnel - both in the field
and within head office -
providing a full supporting
service.
6 Irish H& V News, September/October 1988
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Electric heat pumps
change with the weather
to save you money.
(I
Imagine a system so flexible,
it can automatically switch from
heating to cooling to create a
more pleasant atmosphere for
your customers and staff.
Include the fact that such a
system can produce the
cheapest form of heat available
and you'll agree the electric
heat pump is quite remarkable!
Clean, safe and easy to use,
heat pumps provide a
sophisticated, reliable and
energy efficient way to heat,
cool and air your premises -
all in one discreet system.
They have the unique ability
to transform one unit of
electricity consumed, into
3 units of heat. Using the night-
rate ( electricity at less than one
third the normal price) heat
pumps provide the cheapest
form of heat available.
And because of recent price
reductions, night-rate
electricity is now cheaper than
in 1982. You can install electric
heat pumps anywhere, on the
ceiling, wall or floor and they
are suitable for all types of
business premises, from banks
to boutiques, offices to
restaurants and a whole lot
more.
Find out more about heat
pumps by contacting your local
ESB Office or phone the ESB
Commercial Advisory Service at
(01) 765831 Ext. 7236.
Or fill in the coupon.
Electricity. The power to do it all.
I pi;as-; s~d~e~fo~mation~n:­
I
I 0 Cooling 0 Heat Recovery
I 0 Heating 0 Humidity I Moisture Control
I Name _
I
I Company -----------
I Address -----------
I Tel _
I ESB Advisory Service
I Return to: ESB Freepost. Commercial Marketing, I
I Lower Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin 2. IleTHINKlE(LlEORO<C IL H&YN.\!/88J
ELECTRICITY BRINGS LIVING T 0 L I F E
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NEW PRODUCTS &LITERATURE ,
So Much From Pegler
Derwent Free Flue
NEVER BEFORE has Pegler
had so much to offer the
merchant, architect, specifier,
consultant, contractor and end-
user. Included is a range of
products backed up by the
Pegler guarantee of quality and
a full technical back-up service.
Engineers valves - A full
range of gate, globe check and
gland cocks in brass and bronze
for use with air, oil, gas and
steam. All these carry the Pegler
name - specified for quality.
Ask for the new engineers
catalogue which contains full
technical details.
Radiator valves - A wide
range from the Terrier (367) to
the renowned Belmont and
Belmont Heavy Duty (2063) for
the specifier is available. All are
built to the Pegler standard of
quality. Full details in the rad
valve catalogue.
Standard chrome - This
range covers cross top taps,
quarter turn taps, wastes, lever
mixers, and the classic 876 non-
concussive taps and the 877
delayed-action taps - the
leaders in conservation.
The Yellow Metal range
covers ball noat valves,
bibcocks, gate valves, drain-
cocks and stop taps. _
The luxury tap range includes
the Danum collection in
Chrome Goldline and fashion
colours with a wide range of
heads - the Polo range of
competitively priced, mid-range
taps and mixers, and the stylish
new CD, CDSL, and CDI range
of taps and mixers - all with
ceremic mechanisms.
For complete central heating
controls look no furtherthan the
Sunvic range. Since the
acquisition of Satchwell Sunvic
from GEC, Pegler has invested
money and expertise to make
Sunvic, the market leader in
domestic controls. The range
includes room stats, cylinder
start, 2- and 3-Port motorized
valves and boxed systems,
including the revolutionary
Clock Box 11 with the unique
plug-in facility, reducing fitting
costs by up to 40%.
The latest addition to the
Sunvic range is the SP I00-7 Day
Electronic Programmer with
separate channels for CH and
HW. A full range of
thermostatic rad valves is
available - all with a 5-year
guarantee.
Pegler also have a range of
industrial and commercial
GLOW-WORM, in association
with British Gas, have
developed a revolutionary new
gas name effect fire - the
Derwent Free Flow which can
be filled virtually anywhere and
suits any type of gas home. It's
claimed to offer 90% efficiency
and to be 50% more efficient
than any other gas fire.
The fire has a living name
effect but, unlike a balanced nue
temperature controls for a wide
variety ofa pplica tions includi ng
electronic and multistage
thermostats.
As Q follows P, so does
Quality follow Pegler in design,
range and technical back up.
For the full range ofliterature
- including the new Engineers
and Sunvic Catalogues, contact
Manning & Usher Ltd, Unit C2,
Ballymount Industrial Estate
Walkinstown, Dublin 12. Tel~
509761; Telex: 90285; Fax:
552409.
fire, it is not room sealed. It
assures positive ventilation of
the room by making use of air
circulating within the room for
its burner which burns on a
realistic log-fire bed (made from
ceramic fibre). Further
in~reasing its efficiency are the
tWin convection fans.
The secret of the Free Flue
system lies in allowing the
products of combustion to be
MANOTHERM LTD.
Stocks our complete line ofcontrols for refrigeration,
air conditioning, heating and ventilation.
:1
-Manotherm Ltd., 4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12, Ireland, Phones: 52~365· 522018·522229 Telex 93388 FAX 516919
10 ,Knockbracken Perk, Belfast BTe OHL, Nothem Ireland, Phone: &45966.' .
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NEW PRODUCTS & LITERATURE
Applications for Planning Permission
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENT
120 are suitable for maximum
operating pressures of up to 16
bars, while models CRN8-140 to
CRN8-200 can operate at
maximum pressures up to 25
bars.
As with the entire range,
CRN8 parts including pump
shaft, intermediate chambers,
impellers, spacer and outer
sleeve are constructed from high
grade 316S 16 stainless steel, to
give greater corrosion resistance
and liquid purity.
Additionally, a fabricated
stainless steel housing is used for
the CRN range, and a stainless
steel cover fitted inside the pump
head ensures that liquids cannot
come into contact with ferrous
surfaces.
Details from Grundfos
Ireland Ltd, Unit 34, Stillorgan
Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co.
Dublin. Tel: 954926.
RONMENT
An Roinn Comhshaoil
GRUNDFOS PUMPS Ltd has
increased its CRN rangeofhigh-
grade stainless steel pumps with
the introduction of an new
product the CRN8
designed for applications in
industries such as brewing,
water treatment, leisure and
pharmaceutical.
Extending Grundfos CRN
pumps to four model ranges -
CRN2, 4, 8 and 16 - the new
CRN8 is suitable for
distributing treated water,
mildly aggressive chemicals, de-
ionised and demineralised
water, as well as brackish and
seawater.
Covering flows from 1.6 to 3.3
litres/second, the CRN8 offers
13 performance variations at
heads up to 200 metres, handling
liquid temperature ranges of
-20°C to +120°C.
Models CRN8-IQ to CRN8-
High Grade Stainless
Pump
ENV
Applicants for planning permission for certain types of development are now required
to prepare an environmental impact study (EI.S.) and to submit it to the planning
authority with their application. This is because of a European Communities
Directive which came into effect on 3rd July last.
An EI.S. is obligatory for all projects of a type listed in Annex I of the Directive.
These include crude oil refineries, integrated chemical installations etc. Projects
under any of the categories in Annex 11 which are likely to have significant effects
on the environment will also require an E.I.S. This Annex covers a broad range
of projects in areas such as agriculture, mining, energy, metal processing etc.
If you are considering applying for planning permission for a development which
may come within the scope of the Directive you should consult your planning
authority before applying. The authority will advise you as to whether an E.I.S.
is required and, if so, the information it must contain.
Planning authorities and An Bord Pleanala will take environmental impact studies
into account in deciding planning applications.
The EI.S. will be available for public inspection along with other documents relating
to the application and account will be taken of submissions and observations
received about the proposed development.
Copies of the Directive may be purchased from the Government Publications Sales
Office. Sun Alliance House, Molesworth St., Dublin 2. Price £1.35.
Industrial Estate, Dublin 20.
Tel: 01-264917; Fax: 01-263251;
Telex: 31641.
• The Glow-worm Derwentfrom C&F.
drawn out by a negative pressure
"hot" fan - a special toroidal
design which can generate high
pressure at a low spin speed
allowing for quiet operation.
The slight amount of
condensation is also safely
drained away down the flue. On
the outside there is a small neat
terminal - no more obtrusive
than an overflow pipe. On multi-
storey dwellings the fire can be
fixed inside using the same flue
system.
The advantage it offers when
teamed with the Derwent gas
fire is versatility. It allows the
fire to be installed up to six
metres away from an outside
wall even with two bends in the
pipework and up to four metres
away when the maxImum of
four bends is requIred.
Glow-worm's Derwent and
its Free Flue together offer a
neatly designed package wi th all
the elements of the system
contained within the fire's own
casing.
Safety features include an
automatic electronic ignition
and controllability with five
heat settings operated through a
sophisticated printed circuit
board which ignites the mam
burner and keeps a constant
check on the fan and pressure in
the flue pipe. The use of a
thermocouple influences a
solenoid valve to ensure a safe
and stable flame.
For details contact: C&F
Ltd., Unit F3, Chapelizod
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NEW PRODUCTS & LITERATURE
New Wavin AJ
WAVIN, Ireland's leading
manufacturer and supplier of
plastic pipe systems, has
introduced a newly-designed
Access Junction with unique
nexibility to its Wavinsewer
range.
The new Wavin AJ can be
adjusted to provide additional
height, can be rotated to align
with adjacent buildings and can
be tilted to line up with ground
levels.
Other features of this include:
inlets and outlet are at the same
level and the inlets are swept to
improve now and reduce
blockages.
There are 10 variations
available from Wavin and all
include the Wavin Fixed Ring
System which ensures that inlets
and outlet are totally leak proof.
The new AJ isoneofanumber
of new fittings launched by
Wavin sewer range. New
Il0mm adjustable bends are
also available. The bends can be
adjusted to any angle from 0-30
which gives complete nexibility
in planning and installing new
sewer systems. This bend is
compatible with all other
fittings in Wavin's extensive
Wavinsewer range and
eliminates the need for cutting,
cementing or other on-site
fabrication.
A third addition to the Wavin
range is a 160mm 90 Inspection
Chamber. This precision
moulded product is designed to
facilitate a smooth flow and
eliminate difficult on-site
fabrication.
To support the launch of the
new sewer fittings Wavin has
produced a colourful wallchart
which provides a comprehensive
reference guide to the Wavin
sewer range. A full colour
brochure outlining the benefits
of the new access junction,
adjustable bends and inspection
chamber is also available.
Details from Wavin Ireland
Ltd, Balbriggan, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 412260. • The Wavin Access Junction with uniquejlexibility.
Who's first in-line when it comes to brand leaders?
10 Irish H&:/lt'IIews, September/October 1988
A MEMBER OF THE AIR MOVEMENT GROUP
BIGGER ON POWER - BETTER ON SERVICEVision, detennination and inno'l-'otion hasled to the development ojthe UX slargest
range a/'in-line' ducrjans - Power/ine.
This brand leader boosts 70 models which
:"c/ude both single and {Win/an ~'ersions. all
CA.ME (Certification ojAirMoving Equipment)
Sd,eme Certified la give an absolwe guarameetl
oe"irJdynamicperformance.
)(Jf (he heon a/Power/1nl' is the unique
L.c''''-~begg external rotor malar with '1lotspOf'
motorP<!JffCflon as standard and the option of
(Dial speM control.
Roo/Uflits'originaluy in design and
positive attitude towards customer f1eeds has
eamed them the enViable reputation/or being
the most respected air mO\'ement romp01{Y in
the UK todo),
711e phllasoplw behilld the campotW IS
simple - to pro~'ide a/an with the best powered
lIlIIt in 'he world and back i, up with 'he bes,
'ief'IJice and delivery.
Asyou would expect, RoojUnits lire u
member oj855750 part I, quality assurOllce
scheme and were 'he/irs, people '0 provide
Hotspo, mOfOrpro,ection as standard 'hroughout
'he range.
/1 is this commitmef1llo pro\·jde a beller
producl which has resulted in Rooj'Umls
producinx many brand leaders/ram a produtl
range which is uflsllf]Jassed{or quality and
dependabili/)(
ROOF UNITS GROUP
AVAILABLE VIA BElfAST & DUBLIN DISTRIBUTORS
ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPlY CO LIMITED (0232) 53329
DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01- 720448
..
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SS CELEBRATORY SUPPLEMENT
Establishing Relationships
Not Merely Doing Business
AT A time when industry in
general - and the construction
industry in particular - is still
suffering from the effects of the
country's economic recession,
BSS (Ireland) Ltd has
undertaken a major expansion
programme at its headquarters
in Dublin's White Heather
Industrial Estate, To embark on
such a course in "normal"
trading circumstances is
significant in itself but, to do so
within the present climate of
Government cutbacks which
are seriously effecting its
customers, shows remarkable
optimism in the future of the
company, and the industry in
which it operates,
Such is the strength and
security of BSS (Ireland) Ltd -
and its confidence of success
- that it has recently nearly
doubled the size of its premises
to cater for future expansion of
sales and increased market
share of the mechanical
services and pipeline industry in
Ireland,
With a stockholding of over
£0,75 million and over 8,000
individual items, the emphasis
behind BSS (Ireland) Ltd's
trading philosophy is
undoubtedly customer
satisfaction, albeit commercially
motivated,
"Of course we are
commercially motivated", says
Managing Director, Brendan
Stack, "and yes, I am not
ashamed to say that our
ultimate intention is to
maximise profit and return on
our capital employed, but
where BSS differs from many
of its contemporaries is in the
manner in which it represents
those ideals,
"We believe that knowing
you r customer personally, and
having an intimate knowledge
of his particular business
requirements, are vital factors
in a successful commercial
relationship, and we think we
have done that. There are, of
course, other manadatory
ingredients in a successful
distribution business, such as
the quality and experience of
staff, and a "partnership"
• Brendan Stack, Managing Director,
relationship with one's
suppliers, and we are proud to
also have those attributes",
Well-established
history
Going back 30 years to 1958
when BSS (Ireland) Ltd was first
established, the entire building
services industry, and indeed
the construction industry as a
whole, was in its infancy, with
many of today's leading
companies just setting up,
Contemporaries of BSS at that
time, who were also taking
those first delicate steps, were
Chris and Gerard Jones of HA
O'Neill's (now the Jones
Group); the late Tom Finlay of
FKM and the late Paddy
O'Reilly of PJ O'Reilly & Co Ltd;
and many more,
Indeed, a few short years
later, in 1963 to be precise, it
was the newly-eatablished
architecturalj practice of
Stephenson Gibney, who
designed the purpose-built
warehouse facility at the rear of
the BSS premises in Leeson
Park, Dublin. This was a
beautiful residence and one
which Brendan Stack in
particular was sorry to leave
when the move to the present
site at White Heather Estate,
South Circular Road, Dublin 8
was proposed.
Brendan, in fact, has been
with BSS since 1963, starting
as Technical Representative for
heating equipment, and has
risen through the ranks,
holding various posts before
finally being appointed
Managing Director in 1975.
Brendan began his career
doing quantity surveying in
Bolton Street Technical
College, but after two years he
decided it was not for him. So
he obtained a position as a
draughtsman with JA Kenny &
Partners, consulting engineers,
where he was employed for
nearly four years. He then
joined Simon·Carbes Ltd, the
power station designers, in their
Dublin office, and was primarily
engaged in power station
design.
From there he joined Lyons
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Sole Irish Agent:
MANNING & USHER LIMITED
Unit C2, Ballymount Industrial Estate, Walkinstown, Dublin 12.
Telephone 5097611503865 Telex 90285 MUPD
Pegler Limited, St. Catherine's Avenue, Doncaster DN8 DF
,
.\
YELLOW METAL BRASSWORK
Float valves, hose union bibtaps, stop and
drain taps and other brasswork
manufactured to the appropriate B:itish
Standard.
ENGINEERS VALVES & FInINGS
Gate, globe and check valves, plus plug and
glandcock are all produced in gun metal in
sizes up to 4 inches.
RADIATOR VALVES
Terrier and Belmont retailer radiator valves
offer over 80 variations in straight/angle
patterns, all manufactured to BS2767.
:/
SUNVIC
A complete range of domestic central heating
control products and packs for all your
heating requirements.
I.
PEGLER
HOT PRESSED GATE VALVES
Manufactured in brass or DR metal for
copper or iron pipes to British Standard
BS5154.
STANDARD CHROME
Reliable performance taps, including the
Prestex self-closing tap, Performa pillar tap
and QT lever tap.
I I
MYSON COPPERAD LIMITED
SOLE SUPPLIERS TO BSS IRELAND OF:
* UNIT HEATERS
* FAN CONVECTORS
* NATURAL CONVECTORS
* RADIANT STRIP HEATING
* GAS/OIL FIRED WARM AIR AND
RADIANT SYSTEMS
Offer warmest congratulations to them on the
occasion of their 30th Anniversary and opening of new
enlarged premises.
We wish them every success for the future!
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• Frank Maguire, Assistant Stores Supervisor witlrPaulMooneyandMichael
Byrne Snr., Warelrouse/Stores Supervisor.
largest pipeline supplier in the
UK.
Product quality is another
vital factor in business and the
BSS Group in the UK were the
first pipeline distributors to be
certified to the new Quality
Assurance Standard BS 5750
in that country. BSS (Ireland)
Ltd will be anxious to gain a
similar certification in Ireland
when a suitable body is set up
to audit the applicants.
However, BSS (Ireland) can
now boast that over 90% of the
products they distribute at
present, are quality assured to
BS5740, a fact that gives them
considerable advantages over
most of their competitors.
BSS (Ireland) Ltd also has a
firm policy of supporting Irish
manufacturers where possible,
and for instance, only stock
high-quality instantor fittings
manufactured by Sanbra Fyffe
in Dublin, despite the fact that
similar, but less expensive,
foreign products are available
to them. "Most of our
customers appreciate the value
of quality", says Brendan.
The quality of staff must run
concurrently with the quality of
product, and BSS (Ireland) Ltd,
places great emphasis on
management and staff training.
All technical salesmen undergo
sales and product training and
internal sales staff have
undergone formal training in
the Head Office Training
School. All Irish management
personnel have attended
Company Management
Training Modules organised by
the Group's Training Manager,
and have attended various Irish
Management Institute courses.
"Obviously, our accounts,
invoicing etc, are
computerised", said Brendan
Stack, "and we are at present
updating our system with a new
Data General in-house
computer, which is targetted to
go fully on stream on 1
December of this vear". BSS
(Ireland) Ltd operate their own
transport fleet which delivers to
customers as far apart as
Gweedore in Co. Donegal, to
the southem tips of West Cork.
products and services provided
staff totals seven, and together
with Brendan Stack, they
ensure that all of their
customers are familiar with the
products and services provides
by the company. All of the BSS
(Ireland) Ltd outside technical
sales people are highly-
experienced, long-sevice
employees, who have spent a
lifetime in the pipeline
distribution business, and are
more than competent to
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• Martin Murplry, General Office Supervisor, witlr lolrn Broplry, Assistant
MD.
• Brendan Coghlan, Commercial Manager, with Pat Burron A.C.A.,
Company Accountant/Secretary.
Service a hallmark
Service and quality are the
hallmarks of BSS (Ireland) Ltd
and, while Brendan Stack
admits he may appear guilty of.
quoting old cliches, service to
him means - "ex·stock
availability at competitive
prices, with good after sales
response to customers needs".
His company tries very hard to
achieve those goals. The local
stock availability in Dublin and
Cork is backed-up with the
Group's stock at Central
Warehouse Lutterworth, near
the M1 motorway, south of
Leicester. The stockholding at
Central Warehouse amounts to
approximately £8.0 million and
is available to back-up the BSS
branch network at 43 centres.
The total sales of the BSS
Group PLC exceeds £100
million sterling, being the
Boland MacArdle, consulting
engineers, and it is these three
people - Stephen Lyons, the
late Fergus Boland, and Vincent
MacArdle, who is still thankfully
active In the industry, who
influenced Brendan's career
more than anyone else. They
encouraged him to take up the
opportunity presented by BSS
Ireland Ltd in 1963. Brendan
had always wanted to cross
over into the commercial side
of the business, and when the
BSS approach came, he gladly
accepted, and has never
regretted it.
Brendan is the first to admit
that the success of BSS is
essentially a "team effort" and
he is very conscious of the
loyalty and help given by his
fellow management team, such
as John Brophy, his Assistant
Managing Director, who joined
BSS in 1976 as a Sales
Engineer, and was later
appointed a Director. John
spent many years in the
contracting business with HC
Maguire and McKeon Bros Ltd,
prior to joining BSS (Ireland)
Ltd. He is responsible for all
technical sales in Dublin.
Brendan Coghlan is
Commercial Manager in
Dublin, with responsibility for
the total commercial functions
ofthe Dublin office and
warehouse. Brendan has 18
years service with BSS (Ireland)
Ltd and while he is a brother of
the famous athlete, Eamonn
his outside interests lie in a Ii~ht
operatic society. Brendan is
ably assisted by Martin
Murphy,(GeneralOffice
Supervisor) and Michael Byme
(Senior), Warehouse
Supervisor.
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Congratulations to D.S.S. on their 30th Anniversary
From:
MYSON IRELAND LTD
Manufacturers & Distributors of:
* MYSON VELAIRE OIL BOILERS
* MYSON UNIT 5/6 CIRCULATING PUMPS
* MYSON RADIATOR VALVES - MANUAL
& THERMOSTATIC
* MYSON SUPALINE RADIATORS
* MYSON TOWEL WARMERS
* MYSON FAN CONVECTORS
MYSON (IRELAND) LTD., Parkmore Industrial Estate, Longmile Road
Dublin 12. Telephone: Dublin 509075. '
a en·mar In
a en·mar In
a en·mar In
a en·mo~.a en·ma. hl
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alien-martin
The leading independent
name in Building Energy
Management Systems.
Energy Management Systems
43 Westbrook Park
Hillcrest, Lucan, C~. Dublin.
Telephone: 01. 241291.
Alien-Martin Conservation limited,
VuJcan House, Oxford Street,
Bilston, West Midlands WV14 7LF.
Tel: (0902) 353136 Fax: (0902) 353137
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Profitable venture
practically total autonomy for
the local management. "They
let you get on with it," says
Brendan Stack, "and really do
not interfere once you produce
a reasonable bottom line at the
year end. They appreciate that,
although the main thrust of the
business is the same, there are
subtle differences in the
method in each area, and
hence do not impose general
policy. I think this is very
sensible."
"Despite the cut and thrust of
today's trading environment we
can still run a profitable venture
by servicing all the needs of our
customers. Indeed, the
situation would now appear to
have turned full circle. The
people we deal with appreciate
more and more the attitude
with which we conduct our
bussiness. For instance, how
many other distributors can
supply spares for products
initially purchased over 25
years ago?
"Ireland - like the rest of the
world - has just gone through
one of its lowest economic
cycles in memory. Even today,
we have only begun to bottom
out. Yet, we here at BSS Ireland,
have just completed an
extensive construction
programme involving an
additional 8,000 sq ft of
offices/warehouse facilities.
"In addition to indicating our
strength, this also reflects our
confidence in the future. For us,
1992 holds nothing but
opportunity. Of course we'll
encounter difficulties and
problems alonq the way but,
we're confident we'll surmollnt
any obstacles.
"This confidence in the
future is also a reflection on the
nature of our relationship with
our customer base. They too
are optimistic for the future. But
it is only together that we will
gain the maximum benefit from
whatever opportunities the
future presents. Hence we will
be placing even greater
emphasis on servicing the
needs of our trading partners
over the coming months and
years.
"After all, it is our Irish trading
partners who have helped
make BSS Ireland Ltd one of
the most successful trading
operations within the entire
BSS Group.
"Working together - with
the assistance and support of
our committed suppliers - is
going to bring us all growth and
prosp~rity in the.~ear future".
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• The trade counter/display showroom, BSS Pulvertaft, Cork.
your customer. We pay much face and our personal
more attention to the judgement at that time is a big
experience and character of our decider in our credit decisions.
customers management, when It is not very scientific, but it has
conSidering credit, than we do worked for us up until now".
to bank references and trade The BSS Group Board's
referenc~s.We like to meet our policy with subsidiary
prospective customers face to companies is based on
• Ted O'Connor, Stores Supervisor with Tim O'Donoghue, Office
Supervisor, BSS Pulvertaft, Cork.
• Michael Quinlan, Sales Manager with Paddy Byrne, General Manager,
BSS Pulvertaft, Cork.
provide the technical expertise
necessary, to would·be
urchasers and installers.
Serving the nation
"Given that we service the
entire country, we have in the
past looked at the possibility of
opening other branches
throughout the country.
However, in practice we have
found this to be unnecessary,
with the obvious exception of
Cork that is. Dublin adequately
caters for the needs of all
geographical regions north of a
line drawn approximately
between Dublin and Galway
while the entire Munster region
is covered by Cork.
"The Cork Branch came
about as a result of an
acquisition of a company called
Pulvertaft Ltd. At the time we
ere looking to the Munster
gion to establish a base there
d, as it turned out, Pulvertaft
came along just at the right
time. That was in 1975 and
now, 13 years later, we have a
model operation installed in a
purpose·designed 14,000 sq ft
office/warehouse complex.
"Just as we operate to a very
large extent independently from
our UK·based parent Group,
BSS Pulvertaft Ltd in Cork
functions similarly. Obviously, I
keep an eye on the overall
running of the company but, on
a day·to·day basis, the team led
by General Manager, Paddy
Byrne and by Michael Quinlan
makes its own decisions. They
opearate.according to a
management and operational
olicy established here in
ublin but, when it comes to
Identifying and catering for the
needs of their local customer
base, they carry a 11 the
responsibility. Indeed, they very
often carry lines that we don't in
Dublin while at the same time
they might not carry lines we
do".
"They also have their own
sales team, transport network
and stock control procedures.
Sometimes we supply them
with a product while they also
draw down directly from
Lutterworth in the Uk.
Generally, I visit the BSS
Pulvertaft office every 2/3
weeks at which time we discuss
any issues of importance".
Credit policy is always a
thorny question in business,
and to quote the old diction -
"an order is not an order until
id for" - says Brendan
ck... BSS (Ireland) Ltd base
their credit policy and customer
credit limits as they do their
selling policy - on knowing
I
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• Paul Mooneydemonstrating the ease with which evenmajorpipe-handlingrequirements canbemet by thenewfacilities
installed in the extended warehouse section.
Trade suppliers f
IMI BaUey Birkett - Pressure
reducing valves and safety
valves, Charles Winn - Valves,
Armstrong International -
Steam traps, separators and
line drainers, Airpel Filtration
- Filters for fluids, Bryan
Donkin - Felton plastic
butterfly valves, Crane -
Malleable fittings, Trouvay et
Cauvin - "CaIonat" energy-
saving insulation blankets;
Flamco - Pipe support
systems, Myson Industrial
Space Heaters - Gas-fired
heaters, Teddington Bellows -
Expansion bellows, Myson
Copperad - Industrial heaters,
Star Instruments - Pressure
gauges and thermostats,
Crane/Hattersley/Pegler -
Valves, BKL - Welding fitting
Myson (Ireland) - Radiator
valves and radiators; BSC _
Steel piping; Irish Metal
Industries - Copper piping;
Sanbra Fyffe - Copper fitti ngs;
Home Engineering - Hytork.
valve actuators: Glynwood -
Plastic pipes and fittings under
the names of Durapipe ABS.
HIPVC, Polyethylene,
Polypropylene, and Vulcathane
Polyethylene for natural gas.
BS 143
Quality Pipe Fittings
• Extensive range
available
• Every fitting pressure
tested
• BSI Kitemark approved
• Long reliable service
• Rigid quality controls
• Brackets and hangers
also available.
Available from ass Ireland Ltd
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Compression Couplings
manufactured to
I. S. 239: 1980.
1i The only range~~sedd to use the
n ard mark.
Sanbra Fyffe, Santry Ave., Dublin 9. Tel: 426255. Telex: 32475
B.K.L. FITTINGS LTD.
WASHFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, REDDITCH, WORCESTSHIRE, ENGLAND 898 ODR.
BKL FITTINGS LIMITED, of Redditch, Britain's only manufacturer
of a full range of BS 1965 and ASTM steel butt welding fittings, fully
approved to BS 5750 Part 2
offer congratulations to
B.S.S. IRELAND LTD
on their 30th Anniversary and best wishes for their future success!
BKL will continue to offer full support to H.S.S. Ireland
with the supply of Butt Welding Fittings of the highest quality
available today.
Telephone: REDDITCH (0527) 510510
Facsimile: (0527) 510511
Telex: 337346 G
17
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IRISH METAL
INDUSTRIES
Irish Metal Industries is now
based in Stillorgan Industrial
Park, supplying a
comprehensive range of
quality-assured copper tube,
suitable for hot and cold
water, gas services, central
heating and other building and
engineering applications.
Copper Tube, manufactured
to LS. 238: 1980, from Irish
Metal Industries, carries a
unique 25 year guarantee.
Service Line:
For orders or further
information telephone
(01) 952344/952137,
Fax: 952163.
Irish Metal Industries Ltd.,
Unit 25, Stillorgan Industrial
Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
IMI
A subsidiary of IMI plc.
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.heCase
For Oil
• Vincent Duffy, Irish Shell.
In an ever changing energy
scenario, it has been heartening
to note that oil remains
attractive to both domestic and
industrial consumers. This
attraction lies in its safety and
should be situated in a
economy which compares
favourably with other automatic
fuels. It also represents an
established alternative energy
source, which can provide a
self·contained comprehensive
climate of comfort at
.exceptionally' low cost when
compared to alternative fuels,
writes Vincent Duffy ofIrish
Shell Ltd.
Installation costs for a typical
detached four bedroom
residence at time of writing is in
the region of £2,500 or less,
depending on factors such as
size, construction and exposure
of the house and the level of
insulation.
Advantage may be taken of
the most up-to-date features of
system design such as
microbore tubing to provide
rapid response coupled with
the latest automatic time and
temperature control. Another
recent development is the
availability of polyethylene oil
storage tanks which obviate the
need for periodic re-painting.
Care should be taken to ensure
that this type of tank is
fabricated with an ultraviolet
barrier to prevent oil
degradation due to the effects
of sunlight.
Location of the oil storage
tank is also important as it
sheltered position where wind
effect is minimal and outlet
pipework should be insulated
and weatherproofed to prevent
oil chilling. Oil filters should
always be located adjacent to
the boiler and downstream of
the firevalve.
One vital points that should
not be overlooked in
positioning the oil storage tank
is its distance from the nearest
road tanker access point. Most
oil transport vehicles can run
out a hose to cover a
guaranteed distance of 100 feet
(30 metres) and in many cases
in excess of this length, but it is
wise to check this out with your
local distributor if in doubt
Occasionally, the provision of
an offset fill pipe may prove
necessary but this eventuality is
rare.
Questions are often asked as
to which grade of oil to use -
eg Kerosene or gas oil and this
is largely a matter of personal
choice.
Generally speaking where a
boiler is situated within a house,
eg the kitchen, the preferred
fuel is kerosene since, being
more highly-refined, it is
considered more suitable and
extends intervals between boiler
servicing. The small price
differential between kerosene
and gas oil tends to be
absorbed in practice bv the
. -
higher average boiler efficiency
obtained using kerosene.
Kerosene also has the
advantage of retaining its flow
characteristics in even the most
arduous weather conditions.
Care should be taken to ensure
from the equipment supplier
that the fuel pump on the oil
burner is suitable for Kerosene.
Gas oil on the other hand
retains its popularity with most
users because of its ready
availability, economy and
inherent lubricity which makes
it highly-eompatible with a large
range of firing equipment both
old and new.
Regardless of the grade of oil
used, annual oil consumption
for a four bedroom detached
house should be in the region
of 2000 litres for heating and
hot water over 30 weeks and a
mere 200 litres for hot water
only during the summer, which
at current values is equivalent
to £464.
All of the foregoing
advantages combined with the
non-polluting environmental
factors and total internal and
neighbourhood safety and
security in using oil add up to
an attractive package for every
householder.
8
FULL BURNING FIRE
THE CENTRAL HEATING
FIRE OF THE FUTUREl
Reduced Smoke
Increased Heat
for a Reduced Cost
* Self Cleaning
* High radiant heat output
(up to 7 radiators)
* Over 80% reduction in smoke emission
thus contributing to a cleaner
environment
* Super efficient - superb heat
* Burns for long periods without
attention on low cost ordinary coal.
COAL INFORMATION
SERVICES
D'OLIER ST. DUBLIN 2
ONE 776246/779137
Also Branch Office:
'CAREY HOUSE, 5 ALBERT ST., CORK. guaranteed
irishPHONE: 021-313331.
JETMATICG
Range rated oil fired pressure jet boilers
UNIDARE
ID HEATING & PLASTICS LIMITEDJAMESTOWN ROAD, FINGLAS. DUBLIN 11.TEL: 771801. FAX: 346419.
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The Case
For Coal
• Jim Maher, Coal Information
Services.
Coal, both nationally and
worldwide, is not in short
supply, nor likely to be for
generations to come.
Accelerated surveying
programmes have uncovered
new reserves of oil at a faster
rate than we can bum the stuff.
The same emphasis has not
yet been applied to coal
discovery. All the same, from
what we know and from what
computer analysis allows us to
presume, there are more coal
reserves lurking in the ground
than we are going to be able to
know what to do with, for
centuries yet to come, writes
Jim Maher, Managing
Director, Coa/lnformation
Seroices Ltd.
It is without any doubt one of
our most abundant and
valuable - yet under
developed - resources.
The emergence of new
technology and appliances'
design must cause us even
here in Ireland, to consider
seriously the development of
these vast natural coal
resources which we know are
within and off our shores.
The Full·Buming fire,
invented by Bob Couchman to
bum bituminous coal -
smokelessly - is tremendously
exciting and a cause for great
satisfaction to the Irish coal
trade.
The patent application can
also be applied to open fires
with back boilers and this latter
development can have very
considerable appeal, so that
householders can continue to
enjoy the pleasure of the real
coal fire in absolute confidence
that the best environmental
considerations are being
observed,
Another exciting feature of
home heating is the newly·
developed coal burning boilers,
which can be fully·automatic
and - according to their
designers and manufacturers
- have really great potential.
Coalflow, British Coal's new
solid fuel heating package, has
proved to be an unmitigated
success. A number of new
innovations are worth relating,
about the Coalflow package.
The first is a new generation of
continuous-burning boilers
based on an underfeed stoker
developed at the Coal Research
Establishment in UK. Fuel is
automatically fed to the boiler
via a screw and ash drops from
the retort into a resevoir to cool
before disposal.
Another development
automates ash removal and
operates on the same principle
as a vacuum cleaner. When the
ash resevoir is full, the ash is
simply sucked into a bag for
easy disposal.
These very modern and
highly-efficient coal burning
appliances are developed to
exploit the most economical
energy resource. Coal, as we
stated at the outset, is freely and
abundantly available worldwide,
with almost every country we
can name boasting indiginous
supplies.
Doesn't it make sense tha
we continue to explore our
reserves through harnessing
the latest technology and
design features, so that we and
future generations will continue
to enjoy the pleasure of real
coal fires. Statistics reveal that
upwards to 90% of all homes in
Ireland do so today.
The Case
For
Natural
Gas
Natural gas is the ideal fuel for
cooking and heating in the
home. The inherent qualitie
the fuel - cleanliness,
convenience, controllability
give every homeowner the
opportunity for greater comfort,
writes Paul O'Shaughnessey
ofDublin Gas.
Many households use natural
gas for cooking only and don't
realise the economic
advantages of using the fuel for
heating their homes and
providing hot water.
With the arrival of natural
QUADRANT ENGINEERS LIMITED
LOGANA GK 105
Buderus
New from Buderus
The GK 105 and GK 205 cast-
iron domestic boilers featuring
full all-round insulation, more
efficient internal heating
surfaces and a full-profile
hinged door to provide easy
access for cleaning and
maintenance
Available in a range of sizes
from 21 kW to 66 kW.
~~-
LOGANA GK 205
QUADRANT ENGINEERS LTD.,
Chapellzod, Dublin 20. Telephone: 01-265711. Telex: 95709. Fax: 267863.
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C &FLTD.
CHAPELIZOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
DUBLIN 20.
PHONE: 01- 264917/264898
Glo :worm
The Sunshine ofYour Life
flue and fIXing template.
Access to the combustion
chamber for servicing is easily
achieved by the removal of the
flue collector hood and
combustion chamber front
panel, following which the
stainless steel 8-bladed burner
can be easily removed.
Turning to the controls, an
important new feature of the
1988 Balmoral is that the
control box not only hinges
downwards, but can now be
withdrawn horizontally, which
makes it ideal for under
worktop type installations.
A double solenoid Johnson
control valve is used, which
allows for range rating to suit
different system requirements.
Safety is ensured by use of a
differential pressure sensor,
and the sealed case is all
welded zintec steel
construction.
Barlo Heating Ltd, C1onmel,
Co Tipperary, Tel: 052·22822;
Telex 80653; Sales: Leo
McCooe at the new address at
Long Mile Road, Dublin 12,
(Tel: 504106).
Whether it's resting unseen inside a cupboard, fitted at
the end of a run of kitchen units, blending with coloured
units or hiding neatly under a work surface, a Glow-wonn
Hideaway boiler won't let you down.
It's clean, reliable and highly efficient, and above all,
because it's the slimmest boiler of its kind, it's discreet.
So while other boilers are seen and not heard, the
Glow-worm Hideaways go one better.
ensure quiet operation.
The Balmoral weighs 32 kg
and so its installation is a one·
man operation. A fan-assisted,
multi-directional flue allows the
Balmoral to be sited on either
an inside or outside wall up to
75 ins (1908 mm) from the
neat and unobtrusive, stainless
steel balanced flue terminal,
while the water connections
can be angled through 900 to
suit a wide range of individual
applications.
All Barlo Balmoral room·
sealed boilers are individually
made and type·tested to BS
6332 (Part 1) and BS 5258
(Part 1). They are checked at
every stage of manufacture and
test·fired individually.
The Balmoral range are
room sealed fan assisted
boilers for use on fully pumped
systems and, as all three
models have overheat
thermostats, they are suitable
for use with sealed systems. All
models utilise a common
chassis and case and are
supplied with pipe connections,
screws, wall plugs, extended
excess of 6,000 gas central
heating units being installed
compared to 2,840 for the
whole of 1987. Sales are now
running in excess of 200 units
per week
This increase in demand has
led to a vastly increased
workload for the contractors,
suppliers and all others
involved in the heating industry.
From the consumers point of
view, the message from Dublin
Gas is:
Fast With natural gas you
don't have to wait. You have
heat and hot water where you
want it when you want it -
quickly.
Clean: Clean and efficient in
use, natural gas is over 99%
pure methane. It means a
cleaner house for you and
because it is non·polluting, it
also means a cleaner
environment for us all.
Convenient Piped straight to
your door, natural gas means
no ordering or waiting on fuel
deliveries.
Controllable: You're in
control with natural gas -
instantly responsive flames for
cooking and with gas fires -
you choose gentle warmth or
full heat - all at the tum of a
knob.
Versatile: Use natural gas for
clean controllable cooking,
convenient efficient central
heating, instant hot water and
elegant focal point fires.
Economy: With natural gas
supersaver rate, the all·gas
home means the lowest fuel
bills.
Barlo -
Mo.dem/
Traditional
Mix
Barlo have combined modern
technology with traditional
manufacturing standards to
produce a range of boilers with
good looks and a one·year
guarantee, plus a further two
years' warranty on parts.
Ught in weight and
compatible with modern
kitchen wall units, Balmoral
boilers can be positioned
almost anywhere.
Available in three popular
outputs - 25-45,000 btu/hr,
45·55,000 btu/hr, and 55·
65,000 btu/hr - the Barlo
Balmoral incorporates a
precision'made copper heat
exchanger that produces 80%
efficiency and is equipped with
an internal anti'noise device to
gas, the range of appliances
Alilable has greatly improved
.practical benefits of a gas
fire no longer mean a
functional·looking appliance.
Nowadays, natural gas fires are
an elegant focal point for
homeowners. There are inset
fires, which are simply a bed of
coals placed in an existing
grate, but with real flames
which are difficult to distinguish
from the real thing.
For all·round home
convenience, natural gas is
unbeatable. Firstly, the range of
boilers is unmatched by any
other fuel. Floor·standing
boilers are available with
conventional or balanced·fire
arrangements or where space
is at a premium, wall·mounted
boilers are ideal. Both of these
'Ier types are compact and
et'running and are designed
It in with existing kitchen
cabinetry, some even fitting
inside kitchen units. And fan·
assisted flueing arrangements
make choosing·a·location even
simpler.
Natural gas back boilers are
a relatively new development,
but are fast growing in
popularity with homeowners.
They enjoy the beauty of a
living flame fire and really
appreciate the convenience of
natural gas - providing central
heating and hot water either
together or separately and
without the need to Iiaht a fire.
The fire front is of course ideal
for instant warmth on chilly
evenings when full heating is
ot required.
romoting natural gas for all·
nd use is our task this
season. Firstly, the cost
advantages that accrue when
natural gas is used for cooking,
heating and providing hot water
will be clearly defined to all
homeowners living in gas
areas. The benefits of
cleanliness, convenience and
controllability of natural gas will
be advertised on TV, radio, and
on outdoor posters.
To encourage the installation
of natural gas heating
appliances, a number of
promotional packages have
been developed.
Additionally, in September
1987 Dublin Gas introduced
the 50/50 Cashback promotion
which offers gas at half the
Supersaver Rate for three years.
These price reductions have
I de natural gas the mostnomical fuel all around theIi use.
This promotion has
produced a large increase in
sales of gas central heating to
mid·September this year with in
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• Glow-worm's Spacesaver, now afannedflue range with three models and
outputs from 20 to 75,000 Btu!hr. Competitive prices and compact dimensions
arefeaturesfrom C&F.
Environmental considerations
with particular reference to
quality of Dublin's air have
the subject of much debate
over recent years. The coal
industry made a commitment
in late 1985 to be at the
forefront in developing
appliances and fuels aimed at
achieving air quality
improvement.
Although annual and Winter
median levels of smoke and
sulphur dioxide in Dublin are
well within EEC air quality
directive limits, the objective of
producing a smoke·reducing,
high-output backboiler
proceeded apace so that the
preferred method of heating for
thousands could be made
more efficient while
simultaneously contributing to
a better environment.
Thus, the Fullburning fire
was developed and launched in
March 1988, after almost th~
years of research and
expenditure. This high-output
backboiler permits the
combustion of housecoal in an
open fire with smoke reduction
to 125,000 Btu with balanced
flue and up to 140,000 Btu
conventional flue;
The Ideal Mexico Slimline -
55,000 Btu C.F and R.S.
models;
The Combi Sprint - The
uncomplicated combination
boiler for both heating and hot
water;
The New Generation Turbo -
Condensing boiler, 92%
efficient in condensing mode.
(Fan assisted).
Davies have now joined with
Grate Glow and are offering a
range of inset decorative fuel·
effect fires.
This new range
complements the Elan/W2ooo
heating package which will be
announced shortly. The models
available ex-stock are:-
(1) The Bi-Flame to BS 5258
Part 12;
(2) The Senator to SS 5258
Part 12;
All are on display at Davies
showrooms. The package
available also includes the well·
known Accord Convector
radiators.
Details from Davies of
Fairview, 6-8 Richmond Ave.,
Fairview, Dublin 3. Tel: 376076;
Telex 33587.
The Full
Burning
Fire
The Stelrad Ideal range gets
stronger and stronger with the
introduction of a growing
number of ever·advanced
products, according to Davies
of Fairview.
The domestic range lines out
as follows:
The W2000 - Cast iron wall·
hung boiler for changeover
installations (conventional flue
room sealed and fanned);
The Elegant Elan 2 -
Ughtweight finned copper heat
exchangers for new installation
C.F - R.S and fanned versions;
The Ideal Mexico 2 - The
reliable floor-standing model up
to the Irish market, are
manufactured to exacting
international standards in Italy
by Necchi and Campiglio. AHL
distribute the Neca Midi range
which includes six models with
outputs ranging from 70,000
Btu's to 195,000 Btu's.
The boiler is constructed of
highly<lurable cast iron with an
enamelled sheet steel casing
which gives an attractive
appearance. There is an extra-
thick insulating layer of
fibreglass and aluminium
applied directly to the body of
the boiler. Also, the boiler
comes with a pre·wired control
panel comprising of a control
and safety dual thermostat with
manual reset thermometer and
terminal board.
Rigerous testing - both in
Ireland and abroad - along
with the widespread success of
these boilers across Europe
allows AHL to confidently state
that they are ideally suited to all
domestic heating installations
in this country.
The Unigas Miniflame burner
is manufactured in the UK by
G.P. Bumers Ltd, in accordance
with all relevant British
standards. It has been
specifically built and tested to
suit the Neca range at cast iron
boilers. it has many unique
features including a pre-
arranged wiring system to
facilitate installation.
Since the introduction of this
combination into Ireland just a
few months ago, AHL are
delighted to report that the
reaction so far has exceeded
expectations.
For full details contact:
Associated Hardware Ltd,
Elmfield,9th Lock Road,
C1ondalkin, Dublin 22. Tel: (01)
573583; Telex 33258; Fax (01)
573801.
Stelrad
Ideal
used in small quantities,
perhaps for shaving or washing
up rather than for baths. The
Express takes 28 seconds to
achieve a 35 degree C (95
degree F) temperature rise and
'will deliver itat 1.9"gallons per'
minute.
Research among installers
highlighted major criticisms
concerning size.
Hence the Express designers
have produced a combi boiler
with a casing that measures just
31" high, 18" wide and 121k"
deep. Installation is also made
simple thanks to a specially'
developed wall jig that enables
piping and wiring to be carried
out before the boiler has to be
fitted. Additionally, the unit
weights just 79 Ibs.
Other Express features
include a circular fanned flue
outlet that fits a conventional
core drill; intemal fixing kit (for
high rise building) as standard;
and a fault-finding chart where
it can always be found - on the
inside of the drop<lown case
front.
Central heating output of the
new Expess is 55,000 Btu/hr
(16.1kW) and domestic hot
water output is 80,000 Btu/hr
(25.5 kW).
For further details contact
C&F Ltd, Unit F3, Chapelizod
Ind. Est., Dublin 20. Tel: 01·
264917; Telex 31641 ; Fax 01,
263251.
C&F Ltd of Chapelizod have a
heating unit for almost every
application. For domestic
situations they supply Glow·
worm boilers and fires; Flavel
gas fires; Super Ser gas and
electric heaters; and Broseley
gas fuel effect fires.
Glow-worm are one of the
leading manufacturers of
domestic gas boilers in Europe,
producing free·standing
kitchen units with outputs from
40,000 BTU's/Hrto 120,000
BTU's/Hr in both conventional
and balanced flue.
They also produce a range of
wall·hung boilers with outputs
of up to 100,000 BTU's/Hr.
These are available with cast
iron or fabricated heat
exchangers and can be
conventional flue, balanced flue
or fan flued.
Glow·worm are noted for the
quality of their back boiler units
- and the current Co-ordinate
range has helped eam that
reputation. Not a company to
rest on their laurels, Glow-worm
have just launched a new
combination boiler - the Hot
Water Express. This boiler
brings simplicity and efficiency
to bear on a product that has Neca/
suffered from over elaboration
and undue complexity. Unl-gas
It is a totally new design of
combination boiler, one that is Combl-nation
based on research among
users and installers alike. A In keeping with their policy of
common problem is the speed only supplying top-quality
of delivery - the time it takes to heating products, Associated
get usable hot water at the tap. Hardware Ltd (AHL) are the
That's where this new Glow- sole distributors in Ireland of
worm combi gets its name - the Neca cast iron boiler and
the Hot Water Express. the Unigas bumer. . .
Some 60% of hot water is Neca boilers, already famIlIar
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fromC&F
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of over 80% when compared
t 'th conventional appliances.e Fullburning firecorporates a number of
important and distinctive
features -
- Uses ordinary low cost
housecoal;
-Its self.cleaning
characteristics makes frequent
backboiler cleaning a thing of
the past. The full fuel
combustion obtained ensures
that the appliance produces
less cinders and no tar deposit.
Therefore, cleaning is generally
confined to once annually;
- Because it burns solid fuel
highly efficiently with very little
smoke being produced, the
user gets more heat less
expensively. Traditional
backboilers draw an
necessary amount of air over
top of the fire, which wastes
t and can cause draught
d smoke problems;
- The unit is constructed to all
relevant standards. A new
formula in the manufacturing
process ensures that even the
hardest worked grate will
outlast the conventional grates
at present available;
-It runs up to seven radiators
while supplying all normal hot
water requirements. It is easily
• New Easi Flame Smokeless Nuggetsfrom CDL.
installed and is suitable for Smoke production from
linking up with oil or gas dual ordinary housecoal is of the
heating systems. order of 3.5% by weight. This
_ The Fullbuming fire is totally means that, ata burning rate of
Irish designed and 1.8 kg or 4 lbs per hour (which
manufactured and won a is the official test burning rate
Certificate ofMerit in the 1987 for the relevant size of open fire
European Conservation appliance), the smoke emission
Awards. may be expected to be between
60 and 65 grams per house
(gph). Repeated tests carried
out on the fullburning fire have
consistently shown average
smoke emission between 7 and
9 gph. These tests have been
carried out by the Coal
Research Establishment of
British Coal, the leading
European authority in the area
of soid fuel combustion
technology.
The appliance consists of an
open fireplace, of standard
dimension surrounded by a
water jacket with a secondary
combustion chamber, or after
bumer, to the rear. Smoke is
drawn through this combustion
chamber, mixed with very hot
fresh air drawn in special air
channels from the front of the
appliance, and burned, giving
off its heat to the surrounding
water jacket. At the lower front
there is the vertical face and ash
removal door of a standard type
firefront. Firebars, or a fire
grate, extends from front to
back
At the back of the grate there
is an opening, or "flue mouth"
that leads upwards into the
secondary combustion
chamber. Smoke from the
burning coal resting on the
BUILDERS PROVIDERS
Est. 1933
Ideal Elan 2
Light-weight Wall
Hung RIS & CIF
Fanned.
Ideal W2000
Wall Hung Cast
Iron Boiler
6-8 Richmond Avenue, Falrview, Dublin 3. Tel: (01) 376076. Telex: 33587.
THE IDEAL STELRAD RANGE OF GAS BOILERS
J Ideal Mexico
Floor Standing
RIS or CIF for
Natural Gas or
Propane
•
oA\~IES- -PlUMI:lING....... t·H.AlING
BUll D£ HS PROVIDt: RS
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• The newfull-burning fire designed by Bob Couchman. Details from C.I.S.
grate is drawn through the
opening into the combustion
chamber. Some of the air to
feed the fire is drawn
downwards through the top of
the fire.
In addition to this, fresh air is
drawn into the circular opening
shown in a vertical row at the
front edge of the appliance.
These openings lead at either
side into horizontal channels
running below the grate on
either side. This air finally
emerges to feed the fire at the
back of the ashpit below the
firebars and is led up into the
combustion chamber by way of
vertical cast iron channels at
the back of the grate.
When the smoke and air
mixture passes into the
combustion chamber, it is stil
in a very hot environment, m
than 500°C. Therefore, it will
continue to burn and the
specially-shaped chamber
expands to slow the movement
of the mixture, giving it time to
complete the combustion
process. It is still necessary to
provide some means of
contr~lIingand slowing down
the mIXtures travelling through
the combustion chamber. This
is achieved by way of a special
dampering system.
l:I1!l SALES LIMITED
Dubber Cross, SI. Margaret's Road, Finglas, Dublin 11. Tel: (01) 345561/345457/361209.
LONG LIFE
90% EFFICIENCY
Ease of Maintenance
DOMESTIC OIL OR GAS FIRED BOILERS
I ® INTERCAL - OIL & GAS~, . DOMESTIC BURNERS-.--G
FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Mixing Device
• Fuel Oil Preheater
(Optional)
• Air Shut-off Flap
• Air Inlet Adjustment
• Insulated Casing
• Ease of Servicing
• Pre-wired (Europlug)
• In-Built Silencer
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_In normal use the damper is
W> mm open - moving this
setting to a second stop opens
the damper to a boost position,
still with smoke reduction,
which is normall used only for
lighting or for a sharp burst of
additional heat. The dampering
system also restricts the throat
of the appliance, reducing
unnecessary ventilation and
increasing efficiency.
Tests carried out at Eolas
confirm a very high average
efficience of over 55%. The
Fullburning fire complies fully
with the requirements of BS
4834, which is the definitive test
standard. It is claimed to be
cheap to install (retail price
£287), cheap and safe to use,
simple and durable. Extensive
d independent tests confllTl1
at it is capable of significantly
ucing smoke emissions in
any area where it is used.
The mian distributors are
H( ltmerchants Ltd, with retail
outlets in Dublin, Cork,
Umerick, Waterford, Kilkenny,
Sligo and Athlone. The
appliance is also available at
Heiton McFerran, Naas Road,
Dublin and at Coal Information
Services' premises in Dublin
(18 D'Olier St) and Cork (5
A1bertSt).
• The Glow-worm Hot Water Expressfrom C&F.
New from
Buderus
Quadrant Engineers Ltd have
recently introduced a new
range of domestic boilers from
Buderus of West Germany.
The new models - the GK
105 and GK 205 - incorporate
the latest thinking in boiler
design and technology and
include such features as full all·
round insulation and a full·
width hinged insulated burner
door which allows easy access
to the combustion chamber
and flue ways.
Outputs are from 21 KW to
66 KW.
Full details from Quadrant
Engineers Ltd, Chapelizod,
Dublin 20, Tel: 265711; Fax
267863; Telex 93703.
Pensotti
Choices
The Pensotti range of boilers -
which includes models suitable
for industrial and commercial
applications in addition to those
intended for domestic use -
come in a choice of both gas
and oil·fired units.
ASSOCIATED
HARDWARE
LIMITED
NECA CAST IRON BOILER AND UNIGAS MINIFLAM BURNER
• Net output from
70,000 BTU's to
195,000 BTU's
• Ideal for all domestic
heating installations
Midy22
• Pre-arranged
Wiring System
~ ASSOCIATEDHARDWARELIMITED
A vailable only from Homevalue stores nationwide
Another quality product from
Elmfield, Ninth Lock Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22.
Telephone (01) 573583
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Principal features:-
High efficiency - The
exploitation of radiation in the
chamber of combustion and
the use of convection of the
gases by turbo-rotary action,
enables Pensotti boilers extract
all available heat from the
flame;
Ease of maintenance - High
efficiency, over 90% can
steadily by obtained if
recommended cleaning
directions are regularly carried
out at the front of the boiler into
the large horizontal ducts;
Long life - The boilers' block
structure with %mm thick walls
are made of special high-grade
cast iron that only foundries
with electrical furnaces
specialised in boiler section like
Pensotti can produce;
Uninterrupted efficiency -
Large smoke ducts and turbo-
rotary movement of gases allow
non-stop performance of the
boilers, even if cleaning is not
regularly carried out. Because
of rotation and large ducts, the
boilers do not clog.
Low temperature - Due to
high corrosion resistance,
Pensotti boilers are particularly
suitable for low-temperature
heating units. The low
temperature enables higher
effidencies and reduces to the
minimum any loss of heat
during burner pauses.
Details from H&V Sales Ltd.,
Dubber Cross, St Margaret's
Road, Finglas, Dublin 11. Tel:
01-345561/345457; Fax 01-
361309.
(Jnidare
Jetmatic
Boiler
Unidare has been successfully
manufacturing oil-fired boilers
for many years. The current
models incorporate the latest
development in design and
controls necessary to obtain the
ultimate thermal efficiency and
reliability of operation.
Two range-rated oil-fired
pressure jet models are
available. Both of them are
suitable for interior or exterior
(i.e. boiler-house use). For
kitchen or utility room
installation, an attractive
accoustically insulated oyster
pearl coloured stove enamelled
casing is easily fitted.
The Jetmatic UJG Model
which covers the range 19-26
kW. (65,000-90,000 BTU's/hr.)
is fitted with the well known
Riello Mectron Type 3BM
burner giving a short wide
flame with high CO2 readings
over a wide range of shutter
openings.
The larger Jetmatic UJC
Model, which has a maximum
output of 52 kW. (175,000
BTU's/hr.), is fired by the
Selectos type 042 bumer.
Both the Riello and the
Selectos burners are suitable
for use with kerosene or gas oil.
Each is fitted with prepurge
controls and solenoid valve as
standard.
Dual boiler thermostats are
fitted to ensure that the boiler is
protected from overheating.
Should the upper limit
thermostat cut out, the reason
for doing so should be
discovered and the problem
rectified prior to being manually
reset.
There are two 1%" BSP
female flow and return on each
side of tr~ boilers to facilitate
plumbing.
When correctly installed and
properly operated, these boilers
are suitable for providing full
central heating and domestic
hot water for either the small
three bedroomed house or the
larger dwelling or even the
small commercial building.
Unidare offers a free of
charge commissioning servic
for both the Jetmatic boilers and
also offers a nationwide after
sales service.
The Unidare low-level flue
terminal is available for use in
conjunction with the Jetmatic
UJG Model having a maximum
output of 90,000 BTU/hr. This
terminal dispenses with the
need for a conventional
chimney.
It has been designed mainly
for use with the Unidare
Jetmatic WG, therefore the
effective operation with other
makes of boiler cannot be
guaranteed.
Advantages of this unit are:
(1) Usually cheaper than fitting
a conventional flue to an
outside wall.
(2) Quicker and neater
installation;
(3) High quality materials
ensure very long life;
(4) Built in silencer reduces flue
noise.
NB: 28 second class C2 fuel
Kerosene only should be used
in a boiler which operates with
this terminal.
Full details from Unidare
Heating & Platics Ltd, Finglas,
Dublin 11, (Tel: 771801).
BARLO BA.LMORAL
Fan Assisted
Gas Central
Heating Boiler
45F, 55F, &65F
When it's up
it won't let
you down.
Quality heating products with style
Contact: BARLO HEATING LTD.
Long Mile Road, Dublin 12.
Phone (01) 504106/504129. Clonmel 051-22822
26 Irish H&VN~ws, S~pt~mber/Octob~r1988
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iOLF RESULTS ROUND-UP
Dublin Gas Finally Tees Off
Captain's Outing -
39 pts (HI7); Second: Noel
McKeown, 38 pts (H20); Third:
Gerry Phelan, 37 pts (17).
Visitors - First Tony Kenna;
Second: Pat Mahon; Third: Des
Bindley.
Back Nine - First Des
O'Sullivan; Second: Gerry
Tobin.
Front Nine - First John White;
Second: John Loughlin.
• John Lavelle, BTU Captain, presenting Shay Kearney with 1st prize in the
captain's outing at Dun Laoghaire Golf Club.
Overall - Shay Keamey, 44 pts
(HI7).
Class 1 - First John Ennis, 41
pts (HI 1); Second: Mick Devoy,
40 pts (HI 0, S); Third: Frank
Cahill, 39 pts (HIO).
Class 11 - First: Tony Gillen, 39
pts (HI2, S); Second: John
Francis, 38 pts, Back Nine
(HI2); Third: Ray Byrne, 38 pts
(HI5).
Class III - First: Eddie Egan,
Barlo Outing - Newlands
• Leo McCabe, Barlo (right), presenting Joe Hogan with his winnersprize at
Newlands. In attendance is B TU Captain, John Lavelle.
Overall winner - Joe Hogan, Class III - First: Gerry Tobin,
41 pts(HI2). 38pts(HI7,S);Second:John
Class I - First Gerry Baker, 38 White, 36 pts (H 18); Third:
pts (HI 0); Second: Joe Warren, Shay Keamey, 35 pts, Back
36 pts, Last six (HI 1, S); Third: Nine, M McKeown (HI8, S).
Brian Farrell, 36 pts, Last six, M Back Nine - First: Mick Devoy;
Carroll (H4, S). Second: John Lavelle.
Class 11 - First: Paddy Costello, Front Nine - First: Cathal
37 ps (HI6, $); Second: John Connolly; Second: Gerry Maher.
Loughlin,36 pts, Last two (HI4, Visitors - First M Matthews;
$); Third: Michael Mulligan, 36 Second: Dermot Alien; Third:
pts (HI6). John Hoey.
bettering the next.
The result was an excellent
atmosphere with Dublin Gas
executives, contractors and
product suppliers mixing in a
very relaxed manner.
This was carried on to the
post-golf meal (which 120
attended) and ran right through
to the presentation of prizes.
Paul O'Shaughnessy in
particular was in excellent
spirits and he and his team of
colleagues who officiated on the
day deserve every credit for
making it such an enjoyable
outing.
The overall winner was Pat
Gormley with 33 pts (off 14)
with John Molloy(33 pts,off 11)
taking Class I; John English (30
pts, Back Nine, off 15) taking
Class 11; and Paddy Browne (34
pts, off 18) taking Class Ill.
ontractor Pat Gormley receiving the overall winner's trophy from Colm
J cCabe, General Manager, Dublin Gas.
HAVING ALREADY been
postponed once because of
appalling weather conditions
the re-scheduled Dublin Ga~
outing to Slade Valley GolfClub
on I September last also looked
in doubt right up to the very last
minute.
However, due to the
intervention of Paul O'Shaugh-
nessy (or so he assured all those
who participated) with the Man
Above, the elements were kind
on the day and resulted in a very
enjoyable outing.
Nonetheless, while being
enjoyable in itself, most ofthe 76
golfers who took part completed
ir round frustrated and
ated at not having been able
to master the course.
As the players congregated in
the "19th", stories of near
misses and miscalculations
abounded with each one
Irish BTU Team Triumph
.,.. --.,~--,
e Irish B TU team retained the B TU Championship at Royal DUblin last
e. A total of 11 teams took part, representing England and Scotland in
addition to Ireland. Onehundredandtwentyplayedgolfinallon theday .Picture
shows the triumphant team - (standing): Ray Byrne, Dave Sampson and Peter
Johnston; (seated): Aubrey Moriarty, John Evans, John Lavelle, Frank Somers
and Tom Scott.
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Modular Plus
FromUebert
capacity in just 6 seconds and
adds pure water vapour tot he
computer room's conditioned
air supply. Efficient operation of
the humidifer is ensured by the
microprocessor controlled
flush system, which minimises
scale build up.
Optional extras
Various optional equipment
is available with the Modular
Plus including the TC800
sequential Auto Switchover
Panel and a Semi-Hermetic
compressor. With the TC 8
up to eight systems can be
linked. The controller is
programmed to start a standby
unit on receipt of an alarm
signal from an operational unit.
It will also sequentially restart
Units following a power failure,
thus preventing excessive
inrush current demands.
Where maximum reliability
and economic operation are
key considerations a Semi-
hermetic Compres~roption
with cylinger unloading
provides two stages of cooling
and considerable operating
savings, plus reduced
compressor and contractor
cycling. This option is
supported by a five year
warranty.
A glycool"free-cooling"
model is also available,
extending the availability of the
popular Liebert developed
feature to the Modular Plus
range.
The Modular concept, ideal
for stand alone operation, has
been purposely designed for
equipment redundancy
applications, which increase
system reliability by installing
more units than is actually
required to meet the room load.
This sound engineering
practice can also result in
reduced operating and
installation costs. With this
concept an additional unit is
linked to the Liebert TC 800
Auto Switchover Panel with
those units necessary to meet
the room load. In the event of
any operating unit failure, th
redundant unit takes over
automatically. As the room
loads expand, additional
Modular Plus units can easily be
linked into the TC 800 system.
Modular Plus can
communicate with Uebert
Sitemaster and Sitescan
monitoring systems to form
part of a complete computer
support network.
The Modular Plus requires
front access only for service
and maintenance. This feature,
together with compact design,
substantially reduces the
amount of valuable floor space
occupied and allows the
installation of multiple units
side by side within recesses or
cupboards and against building
pillars. .
Another major feature is the
unique Liebert infrared
hu.midifer which reaches full
• Modular Plus ... the new generation of close control computer room air
conditionersfrom Liebert.
•
• Thom Brouillard, Liebert International b. v. European Regional Manager
with Michael Buckley, Walker Air.
glycol heat rejection. Each unit
has individual microprocessor
control and can function either
as a stand alone unit or as part
of a multi-module system.
Modular Plus has been
developed in Europe to the
acknowledged Liebert design
criteria offering reliability,
serviceability and energy
efficiency with major benefits of
least cost cooling and quiet
operation.
Individual microprocessor
controls on each unit with 100%
critical component redundancy
maintain precise conditions of
temperature and humidity. In
addition to local monitoring
with a range of alarms, the
IRISH H&V NEWS was one of
the invited guests at a special
ceremony in the Liebert
International b.v factory in Cork
recently to announce details of
the company's new Modular
Plus series. This is an entirely
new range of products
developed specifically for small
and medium computer rooms.
Before detailing the range
any further, perhaps it's worth
noting the background to
Liebert in Ireland. Located in
Cork in 1981 and operating
from its present location since
1983, Liebert Intemational b.v.
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Liebert Corporation of
Columbus, Ohio, which in tum
is a Division of the giant
Emerson Electric Corporation
of St Louis, USA.
The main product portfolio
comprises high-quality
environmental control systems
and includes Modular Plus,
Deluxe System 3, and
Challenger 2 and Chiller. In
addition to Ireland, production
is geared for Europe, the Far
East, the Middle East, Australia
and South America.
Distribution in Ireland is
handled by Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd.
The Cork premises cover
approximately 110,000 sq ft at
the Model Farm Road location
and currently there are 250
employees. Plant capacity is 75
units per week though the
facilities for 3-shift working
mean that this can be increased
when required.
Local training and education
institutions are used extensively
in recruiting, building and
developing the broad range of
skills of the workforce while
components and raw material
supplies are sourced in Ireland
wherever possible.
Getting back to Modular Plus,
this series was conceived,
designed and subsequently
developed at the Cork plant and
is now set to make a major
impact on both the home and
international marketplaces.
Three model choices
The three model sizes offer
cooling capacities from 20 kW
to 35 kW, with air, water or
28 Irish H& VNews, SeptemberlOctober1988 30
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The world's leading manufacturer now incorporate built-in motor protection and
of domestic circulators is also a leader in pump provide even greater fleXibility in performance
technology. for more effective energy saving.
Ongoing research and development Our Light Oommercial and "Bronze"
bring together both innovative design and range too) now provides closer system matching
sophisticated production techniques that keep with a wider choice ofmodels.
Grundfos out front in reliabili~ energy Today and right into the future)
efficiency and assured quality. you can count on Grundfos to stayone step aheadFor=nPle(i;;UNDR»s® IJtfI
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgon Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 954 926. Telex: 90544. 31
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MECHEX '89 - the newly-established national
exhibition for the building ser~ces industry - is by
far the most important development to take place
within the industry in recent times. Born out of the
increasing demand for a single-venue national show,
at which the entire building services spectrum would
be represented, MECHEX will provide the perfect
demonstration forum from both an exhibitor and
visitor point of view.
The impact of technological advancements within
the building services sphere - coupled with the
blurring of the traditional demarcation lines between
the respective disciplines involved - has led to very
significant changes within the overall industry,
covering both practices and product types.
The result is an extremely vibrant marketplace with
the pace of development and consequent new product
introduction being quite phenomenal. The minor
hotel-based exhibition concept of recent years simply
cannot adeqiJately represent these changes.
Hence the launch of MECHEX .'89 - a truly
national show of significant propprtions to justify its
location in Ireland's premier exhibition complex, the
RDS in Dublin.
MECHEX '89 will bring together exhibitors
demonstrating the latest technological advancements
within the industry and the manner in which they are
being applied to products within the building services
sector.
This up-to-the-minute information will be presented
for the benefit of consulting engineers, heating and
plumbing contractors, technicians, builders, energy
managers, trade specialists, builders merchants,
architects, planners, sanitary engineers, environmental
engineers and all such decision-makers within the
industry.
Product category types to be inch.(ded are the full
spectrum of heating technology and ,elated accessories
ventilation anQ air conditioning ... new trends in
sanitary technology ... instruments for measurement
and control ... pipework and drainage ... building
security . . . tools and accessories . . . building
management systems ... and maay more.
ORGANISED BY: ,eeex
Irish Trade & Technical Exhiblti,ns (ITTEX) Limited,
5-7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Telephone: 88S001. Fax: 883536.
Contact: Pat Codyre, Sales Director.
VENUE
Industries Hall, Royal Dublin Society, Ballsbridge,
Dublin 4.
DATES
Tuesday, 11 April, 1989
Wednesday, 12 April, 1989
Thursday, 13 April, 1989
TIMES
Tuesday: 12.00 -7.00 p.m.
Wednesday: 12.00 - 9.00 p.m.
Thursday: 12.00 - 7.00 p.m.
The Cost? Effective!
For companies wishing to design or build their own stan'
"Space only" is available at £72 per square metre.
Should you require a ready-to-occupy stand package there
are several options through "open shell" of carpet tiles
tower unit and back w~1 to "full shell scheme" and "s~per
shell scheme". The "open shell scheme" is available at an
additional £18 per square metre and "full shell scheme" at
an additional £25 per square metre.
Exhibitors on central locations of over 40 square metres
are offered the "super shell scheme". This is an individually
designed stand scheme featuring a high level of Exhibitor
indentification and presentation. One such "super shell
scheme" is illustrated on the back page of this brochure as
Scheme 3 and is costed at an additional £29 per square metre.
Please see stand illustrations on back page of this
brochure.
All prices exclude VAT.
Stand costs for these schemes include:
* One free entry per stand in the Official Catalogue.
* The Catalogue will be published by "Irish H + V N
and distributed in advance of the Show.
* Unlimited tickets for mailing to Customers.
* Participation in V.LP. Visitor lunch promotion.
* Correspondence stickers and publicity material.
* Press office facilities.
* Hotel accommodation discount service.
Promotion
MECHEX is managed by Ireland's biggest organiser of
specialist trade fairs. This is your assurance that this new
national event will be effectively promoted through an
intensive advertising and promotional campaign, aimed
directly at your target audience.
Why Exhibit?
• Because Exhibitions have a strong pull on buyers.
• Because you don't just tell them what's on offer - you
show them.
• Because no other sales method brings you in real
contact with such a wide audience.
• And, best of all, because you are dealing with the
converted. Buyers will come to MECHEX because
are in a buying mood and want to appraise new
prod~ct, service, equipment and tech~ology '"
development within the successful natiOnal exhIbItion
format.
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